
Play’n GO evolves the fruit slot with Mystery Joker 6000

21st December 2017 – Omni-channel slots specialist Play’n GO has reinvigorated the much-loved fruit slot in its latest title Mystery Joker
6000.

The 3-wheel, 5-payline game delivers the same classical symbols known to slots fans, with the introduction of the Joker symbol which triggers
free spins and big wins on finding it.

When players land a Joker on a payline that runs across reels one and two, the third will re-spin while the rest are held, and if a third Joker is
found, the innovative Mystery Wheel feature is triggered, potentially paying out up to 6000 times the current coin value.

Mystery Joker 6000 allows players to transfer winnings from the main game into the Super Meter mode, where bets cost double but wins even
bigger, and with the Mystery Wheel even easier to find.

Landing three Jokers randomly across the reels in the base game will pay out randomly up to 6000 times the coin value, with three on the one
payline automatically awarding the full 6000 times to the player.

Significantly, Super Meter mode offers an RTP of over 100%, hugely attractive to players looking for consistent wins, and unique for what
appears to be a traditional fruit slot.

Johan Törnqvist, CEO of Play’n GO, said: “The traditional fruit slot has been a mainstay of the casino space for decades with players loving
its simplicity and regular payouts.

“We’ve decided to add the Play’n GO creative touch to the classic and reinvigorate the genre for today’s player, and we’re sure they’ll enjoy
Mystery Joker 6000’s much-improved gameplay.

“The Super Meter mode will offer players constant choice between big wins or potentially even greater ones should they feel lucky, particularly
as the Mystery Wheel will come into play when finding just two Jokers.”

Mystery Joker 6000 marks Play’n GO’s final release of an award-winning year, which has seen it launch 60 new titles across various genres.
It’s set to build on this in 2018, with a product roadmap in place that will see even more innovative and enjoyable slot releases.

Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands.  Their genuine omni-
channel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the IGA Slot Provider of the Year 2017 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.


